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The Schrodinger Equation: A BriefThe Schrodinger Equation: A Brief
HistoryHistory

▶ In the 1920In the 1920’’s, Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodingers, Austrian physicist Erwin Schrodinger
used pre-existing concepts of Wave-Particle dualityused pre-existing concepts of Wave-Particle duality
(de Broglie wavelength, photoelectric effect, etc(de Broglie wavelength, photoelectric effect, etc……))
to formulate his model for electron behavior,to formulate his model for electron behavior,
called a called a wavefunctionwavefunction,,            , which is used to, which is used to
represent all possible positions an electron canrepresent all possible positions an electron can
occupy.occupy.



Conditions of the Conditions of the WavefunctionWavefunction

▶Continuity-Continuity-            must be continuousmust be continuous
everywhereeverywhere

▶ Smoothness- the derivative ofSmoothness- the derivative of          must alsomust also
be continuousbe continuous

▶ Square Square integrability integrability and and Unitarity-Unitarity-

must equal 1must equal 1



Operators in Quantum MechanicsOperators in Quantum Mechanics

▶ f(x): any function dependent on positionf(x): any function dependent on position
operates as f(x)operates as f(x)

▶           : momentum in x operates as: momentum in x operates as
▶T: kinetic energy operates asT: kinetic energy operates as

▶wherewhere        is rationalized Planckis rationalized Planck’’s constant,s constant,
andand



The Schrodinger EquationThe Schrodinger Equation

▶Time Dependent Schrodinger EquationTime Dependent Schrodinger Equation
(TDSE):(TDSE):

▶Time Independent Schrodinger EquationTime Independent Schrodinger Equation



Numerical Solutions of the TDSENumerical Solutions of the TDSE

▶ Leap Frog MethodLeap Frog Method

▶By breaking our By breaking our wavefunction wavefunction into its realinto its real

and imaginary parts,and imaginary parts,  , we, we
get a system of coupled Ordinaryget a system of coupled Ordinary
Differential EquationsDifferential Equations



The Principle of SuperpositionThe Principle of Superposition

▶        can be expressed as can be expressed as
$ |$ |      >=>=

 where |n> is the nth  where |n> is the nth Eigenstate Eigenstate of theof the
WavefunctionWavefunction, and, and          is the probability ouris the probability our
wavefunction wavefunction will be in that will be in that EigenstateEigenstate

Note thatNote that



Propogation Propogation of Time-Independentof Time-Independent
SolutionsSolutions

▶We can see how the Time IndependentWe can see how the Time Independent
solutions change over time bysolutions change over time by

▶           is the nth is the nth Eigenenergy Eigenenergy of the particleof the particle



The Infinite Potential WellThe Infinite Potential Well

▶ The solutions in an infinite potential well of lengthThe solutions in an infinite potential well of length
L are |n>L are |n>

where A is determined by normalizationwhere A is determined by normalization
▶ Eigenenergies Eigenenergies areare



The Finite Potential WellThe Finite Potential Well

▶ Even solutions in the well are of the form Even solutions in the well are of the form AcosAcos((qxqx))
wherewhere

Odd solutions of the form Odd solutions of the form BsinBsin((qxqx))
▶ A and B determined by normalizationA and B determined by normalization



Eigenenergies Eigenenergies of the Finite Wellof the Finite Well

▶The even and odd The even and odd Eigenenergies Eigenenergies are givenare given
by the transcendental equationsby the transcendental equations

      k=qtank=qtan(q*a) (Even)(q*a) (Even)
      k=-qcotk=-qcot(q*a) (Odd)(q*a) (Odd)

▶where a is half of the well width, andwhere a is half of the well width, and



Future WorkFuture Work

▶ Investigate numerical solutions of the TDSEInvestigate numerical solutions of the TDSE
using various numerical methodsusing various numerical methods

▶Compare methods with variousCompare methods with various
approximation methods, along with eachapproximation methods, along with each
otherother
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